User list/Friend Network reactivation in Tikiwiki 3.2

That is truly confusing as the Tikiwiki system apart from that seems really polished. We started a new community page and realize that there truly is nothing like a user list in tikiwiki 3.2. The friendNetwork system shows as "deprecated" under "experimental" and the mods-section is empty except a few themes so the userlist-plugin is not there as well. It is unfortunately important for a bigger site to have a chance for normal user to search for user, list the team depending on groups people are part of and all this with a clickable list showing homepage (if entered), ICQ (if entered), a profile link, list of pages and forum posts etc.

All those I miss dearly and the tikiwiki documentation for the tracker (which seem to be able to do that with some programming?) is for a just-user-type like me not understandable I fear. :-/
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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luciash d' being ♂ 27 Oct 09 19:45 GMT-0000
Hmm, isn't tiki-list_users.php what you're looking for?

wincel 28 Oct 09 10:14 GMT-0000
No, that does not work without FriendsNetwork - which is deprecated in Tikiwiki 3.2

luciash d' being ♂ 28 Oct 09 12:56 GMT-0000
OK, it was marked as deprecated by someone because nobody developed on it more but it is completely working and stable. I am working on it to enhance it now for such things as Social Networking using Trackers user data etc. and it will become de-deprecated again in Tiki 4 ;)
There is some demo at http://crystals.ourwiki.net if you wanna take a look.

wincel 28 Oct 09 16:26 GMT-0000
In that case you're my hero of the day! The demo site asks for a login, how do I login with a testaccount? Or is it necessary to register?
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